Abstract-In an earlier companion paper [56] a supervised learning neural network pattern classifier called the fuzzy minmax classification neural network was described. In this sequel, the unsupervised learning pattern clustering sibling called the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is presented. Pattern clusters are implemented here as fuzzy sets using a membership function with a hyperbox core that is constructed from a min point and a max point. The min-max points are determined using the fuzzy min-max learning algorithm, an expansion-contraction process that refines the author's earlier Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory neural network [50]. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network stabilizes into pattern clusters in only a few passes through a data set; it can be reduced to hard cluster boundaries that are easily examined without sacrificing the fuzzy boundaries; it provides the ability to incorporate new data and add new clusters without retraining; and it inherently provides degree of membership information that is extremely useful in higher level decision making and information processing. This paper will provide some background concerning the development of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network and provide a comparison with similar work that has recently emerged. A brief description of fuzzy sets, pattern clustering, and their synergistic combination is presented. The fuzzy minmax clustering neural network will be explained in detail and examples of its clustering performance will be given. The paper will conclude with a description of problems that need to be addressed and a list of some potential applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
NLIKE pattern classification, which provides class labels U with pattern exemplars and seeks to find the decision boundary between classes that minimizes misclassification, pattern clustering has unlabeled pattern data and attempts to find natural groupings amongst the exemplars. The pattern clusters are formed according to some predefined metric or criterion [ 16, 19, 231. As Bezdek [5] points out in his seminal book Pattern Recognition With Fuzzy Objective Functions, there are many possible clustering criteria that can be used, including distance, angle, curvature, symmetry, connectivity, and intensity.
The choice of the proper grouping metric is only one aspect of the clustering problem. The fundamental question of how many clusters also remains. To illustrate this point, Figure  1 shows a set of two-dimensional patterns (data points) that have no class labels. In this four small clusters as shown in The answer is not clear at all, rather, it is fuzzy. Continuing the example, assume the clusters found in Fig. l (a) were formed by some clustering technique. There are some data points that completely belong to one cluster, but can also partially belong to another. Consider A I and A P : it seems reasonable that A2
should have a high degree of membership in the cluster that AI is associated with, and vice versa. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network addresses these concerns. This paper describes the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network, a neural network that creates and refines pattern clusters in a fashion similar to adaptive resonance theory (ART) [9] , [ 101 and the leader-cluster algorithm [ 191. The fuzzy minmax clustering neural network makes the natural connection between clusters and fuzzy sets. This work is based upon an earlier neural network entitled fuzzy ART that was introduced by the author [50] . Since the introduction of fuzzy ART, another fuzzy ART neural network has been introduced into the literature [ 1 11, [ 121. To eliminate any potential confusion and allow mutual recognition with the sibling classification network, the title fuzzy min-max clustering neural network has been selected. Manuscript received July 9, 1992; revised September I , 1992. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network has several The author is with the ORINCON Corporation, 9363 Towne Centre Drive, appealing attributes: San Diego. CA 92121.
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1) The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network does not 1063 -6706/93$03.00 0 1993 bound the number of clusters, rather the number grows to meet the demands of the problem. 2) The operations used by the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network are very simple, requiring only complement, compare, and accumulate operations which makes the implementation of this algorithm in fixed point hardware both feasible and efficient. 3) It is possible to reduce the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network to a set of hard cluster boundaries. This allows the verification and validation process to be performed quickly and easily. 4) There are only two parameters that need to be adjusted.
One governs the maximum size of the hyperbox, and the other controls the fuzziness of the cluster membership. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is constructed using hyperbox fuzzy sets. A hyperbox defines a region of the n-dimensional pattern space, and all patterns contained within the hyperbox have full cluster membership. A hyperbox is completely defined by its min point and its max point. The combination of the min-max points and the hyperbox membership function defines a fuzzy set (cluster). The resulting hyperbox fuzzy set fits naturally into a neural network framework (hence its name). Learning in the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network consists of creating and adjusting hyperboxes in pattern space as they are received. Once the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is trained, it is operated by presenting a pattern and computing the membership value that pattern has in each of the currently existing fuzzy sets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 provides some background concerning the development of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network and presents a brief overview of fuzzy sets, clustering techniques, and the motivation for their synergistic combination. Section I11 describes the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network in detail, including learning, recall, its neural network implementation, possible applications, and examples of its operation using different size hyperboxes. Section IV compares the fuzzy minmax clustering neural network with other fuzzy clustering neural networks, including the fuzzy c-means neural network, the Carpenter-Grossberg-Rosen fuzzy ART and the adaptive fuzzy leader cluster neural network. Section V presents some future issues that need to be addressed.
BACKGROUND

A. The Original Fuzzy ART
The development of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network has been an evolutionary process that had as its goal the development of an unsupervised learning clustering neural network that is fast, efficient, reliable, and still capable of revealing the structure of the partitions being formed. These developments led to a neural network paradigm that combined fuzzy logic with the ART networks of Carpenter and Grossberg [9] into an analog pattern clustering system called fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (fuzzy ART) [50] . This original development had several flaws (none of which were crippling):
1) The relationship to fuzzy sets was not appropriately identified. In the original fuzzy ART description, the fuzzy portion of the neural network clusterer was attributed to the use of min and max operations for adjusting the min and max points and the use of data points that were rescaled to the range [0, 13. In reality, the use of min and max operations in this context had nothing to do with fuzzy sets. Similarly, just because data points were constrained to the range [0, 13 did not make the system fuzzy. There was, however, one important element of the original fuzzy ART that was properly described as fuzzy-the membership function.
2) The original fuzzy ART had a membership function that utilized the so-called fuzzy subsethood measure. The fuzzy subsethood measure is based upon an interpretation of fuzzy sets as points in the unit hypercube [38], and was not appropriate for this setting. This measure has been since replaced with a more appropriate membership function.
3) The hyperboxes could overlap, which allowed one data point to have full membership in more than one set. In retrospect, this significantly weakens the use of fuzzy sets. It is more plausible to utilize non-overlapping clusters which guarantees that a data point has the full membership in only one cluster unless it is a point along the boundary between two abutting hyperboxes. 4) The original fuzzy ART utilized a maximum (hyperbox) cluster size parameter. Although this was the only parameter in the entire clustering system, it is not reasonable to assume that one parameter is sufficient for the entire system (rather it would be a function of each cluster being formed). In reality, the clustering operation should be conducted in two phases. In the first phase, low-level clusters would be found and in the second phase they would be hierarchically grouped. This paper will not examine the hierarchical grouping, it will only focus on low-level clustering. 5 ) An extremely desirable attribute of any clustering system (neural, fuzzy, or otherwise) is to process new data immediately without having to retrain or refer to any of the previous training data. This attribute, referred to here as on-line learning, is present in the fuzzy minmax clustering neural network. Unfortunately, on-line learning typically results in a system that becomes order dependant during training, meaning if the same data points are processed in a different order during training, it is possible (and actually common) to have different pattern clusters emerge. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network also shares this property. Utilizing the previously mentioned hierarchical grouping of low-level clusters could alleviate this problem. This is the subject of future research. Despite these shortcomings, the original fuzzy ART demonstrated excellent performance on several data sets [50] . This paper describes improvements to the original fuzzy ART system that eliminate all but the last two of these flaws. These issues are by far the most difficult to tackle for any clustering technique and will remain the subject of future research. In Section V the similarities, differences, strengths, and weaknesses of these algorithms relative to the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network will be discussed.
B. Fuzzy Sets Review
Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [62] as a means of representing and manipulating data that was not precise, but rather fuzzy. Zadeh's extension of set theory provided a mechanism for representing linguistic constructs such as "many," "few," "often," and "sometimes," and it provided some new tools that could be applied to pattern recognition and control by allowing the degree to which a pattern was present or a situation was occurring to be measured. In comparison, traditional set theory describes crisp events, events that either do, or do not, occur. There is no middle ground. Traditional sets use probability theory to explain whether an event will occur, measuring the chance with which a given event is expected to occur. In situations such as a flip of a coin or death, probability theory plays a role. These are situations that do not have much middle ground. In contrast, fuzzy theory measures the degree to which an event occurs. The degree to which a person is bald is very different than the probability that a person is bald. Probability theory states unequivocally that a person either is, or is not, bald. Fuzzy theory simply states that a person is somewhat bald, or a little bald, or quite bald, or sort of bald, and so on.
The following definition has been paraphrased from Zadeh's seminal paper [62] to illustrate the simplicity and the significance of fuzzy sets as well as to emphasize the relationship between pattern clusters and fuzzy sets that was made obvious in his definition. Zadeh's definition of a fuzzy set (with one minor editorial insertion and some emphasis provided in italics) is the following:
Let X be a space of points (objects), with a generic element of X denoted by 17:. [ X is often referred to as the universe of discourse.] A fuzzy set (class) A in X is A more formal definition of fuzzy sets has been presented by many researchers and theoreticians. The formal definition offered below was abstracted from Kandel [34] . A fuzzy set A is a subset of the universe of discourse K that admits partial membership. The fuzzy set A is defined as the ordered pair
where z E X and 0 5 VLA(X) 5 1. The membership function 7 n~ ( z ) describes the degree to which the object z belongs to the set A , where m a ( z ) = 0 represents no membership, and m~( z ) = 1 represents full membership.
As an example, let X represent the ages of all people. The subset A of X that represents those people who are young is a fuzzy set with the membership function shown in Fig. 2 .
The operations on fuzzy sets are extensions of those used for traditional sets. Some of the common operations include comparison, containment, intersection, union, and complement. Assuming X is the universe of discourse, A E X and B E X , these operations are defined as follows.
Comparison: Is A = B?
The union of two fuzzy sets A and B , A V B, is found by combining the membership functions of A and B. 
In addition to these operations, De Morgan's laws, the distributive laws, algebraic operations such as addition and multiplication, and the notion of convexity have fuzzy set equivalents [62].
C. Pattem Clustering Review
In many pattern recognition and decision making tasks, there is often little prior information available about the data that needs to be utilized. Pattern clustering uses the minimum amount of information to organize data into categories such that patterns within a cluster are more similar to each other than patterns belonging to other clusters. Given a data set A = ( A I , Az, . . . , Am), where each pattern Ak is an n-dimensional feature vector, the clustering partitions A into c-many categories, where c is the number of clusters, a number that is either predetermined or determined on the fly. There are many different techniques that have been offered for solving this problem. In the following sections is a brief review of some traditional, fuzzy, and neural network clustering techniques.
1 ) Traditional Clustering: There are many clustering algorithms that have been developed to date, including ISODATA, FORGY, WISH, and CLUSTER [17], many of which are commercially sold. Jain [ 331 has reduced these clustering techniques to two popular methods: 1) Hierarchical Clustering: A hierarchical clustering technique imposes a hierarchical structure on the data which consists of a sequence of clusters. The result is a tree with the data patterns at the leaves and successively higher branches representing larger clusters. 2) Partitional Clustering: A partitional clustering technique organizes patterns into a small number of clusters by labeling each pattern in some way. Unlike hierarchical clustering, which offers several partitions of the data, partitional clustering finds a single cluster partition. In addition to the two techniques cited above, there are also combinations of the two clustering approaches that are employed. There are many excellent books that describe classical approaches to pattern clustering, including Anderberg [l] , Everitt [21] , Hartigan [29] , and Duda and Hart [19] .
2) Fuzzy Clustering: Fuzzy sets brings a new dimension to traditional clustering systems by allowing a pattern to belong to multiple clusters to different degrees. Bezdek [6] has organized fuzzy clustering algorithms into five categories: 1) Relation Criterion Functions: Clustering driven by optimization of a criterion function which assesses partitions according to some global property of the grouped data. Ruspini [48] was the first to utilize this technique in the fuzzy community and he [49] and Bezdek [5, 61 have since considerably extended this pioneering work. 2) Object Criterion Functions: Clustering directly on the data set A in the n-dimensional feature space according to some objective function is the most popular form of fuzzy pattern Clustering. The fuzzy c-means and fuzzy ISODATA algorithms introduced by Dunn [20] and generalized by Bezdek [5] , are the most popular technique for this class of fuzzy clustering algorithms. 3) Convex Decompositions: The decomposition of a fuzzy partition (a set of fuzzy clusters) into a combination of convex sets. The use of the convex decompositions may provide added insights into data structure that might otherwise be lost. 
D. Fuzzy Neural Networks
Recently there has been a great amount of interest in the synergistic combination of neural networks and fuzzy systems [7] . Some of this work was done over a decade ago [39] , [57] , and some of this work has appeared recently [31], [35] , [43] , [59] . Many of these efforts have focused upon methods for implementing fuzzy rules in a neural network framework and techniques for parallelizing the successful fuzzy control system applications. The work presented here illustrates very clearly that fuzzy sets and neural networks can be effectively merged by utilizing neural network processing elements as fuzzy sets.
The synergism of neural networks and fuzzy sets seems natural. Neural networks, such as the competitive learning and adaptive resonance networks, compare an input pattern with a set of stored exemplars, codes, or reference vectors. The closer the input matches the data stored in the network, the higher the output values of the corresponding processing element. Assume subsets of the processing elements in a neural network represent separate categories (or clusters), such as the output processing elements of an adaptive resonance network. The closer an input pattern Ah fits within a category, the higher the corresponding value of that processing element. By viewing each category as a fuzzy set and identifying the processing A membership function is associated with the hyperbox; it determines the degree to which any point d h E ' R' is contained within the box. A cluster is defined as one hyperbox fuzzy set. element transfer function with the membership function, a direct relationship between fuzzy sets and pattem clustering is realized.
Data sets tend to have inherent ambiguities (especially realworld data), and there never seem to be enough data to describe completely all the possible patterns that will be seen in a real-world applications. By employing fuzzy sets as pattem clusters, it is possible to describe the degree to which a pattem belongs to one cluster or another. This relationship was realized very early in the development of fuzzy sets. In Zadeh's seminal paper [62] he describes a technical memorandum that preceded his paper that applied fuzzy sets to pattem recognition [3].
FUZZY MIN-MAX CLUSTERING NEURAL NETWORK
In the following sections the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is described. The fuzzy set hyperbox membership function is presented first. The fuzzy min-max learning algorithm for clustering is then explained, and a simple example is provided. Next, the neural network implementation of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is described, and potential applications are offered. Finally, examples of fuzzy min-max clustering using various hyperbox sizes are offered.
Fuzzy Hyperbox Membership Function
An illustration of the min and max points in a threedimensional hyperbox is shown in Fig. 3 . Although it is possible to use hyperboxes that have an arbitrary range of values in any dimension, this paper will use values that range from 0 to 1 along each dimension. Hence, the pattem space will be the n-dimensional unit cube I". The membership function for each hyperbox fuzzy set must describe the degree to which a pattern fits within the hyperbox. In addition, it is typical to have fuzzy membership values range between 0 and 1. Note that the range of membership values has no direct relationship to the range of pattem values along each dimension. These ranges of values were selected because they made the computations simpler. Also note that rescaling any 71-dimensional input pattem from R7' to 1 ' ' destroys a minimal amount of absolute information when the absolute range of each dimension is known prior to rescaling, and it preserves all of the relative information between the various dimensions. The parameter y is the sensitivity parameter that regulates how fast the membership values-decrease when an input pattem is separated from the hyperbox core. When y is large, the fuzzy set becomes more crisp, and when y is small the fuzzy set becomes less crisp. By making y large, it is possible to define crisp cluster boundaries as a special case of fuzzy boundaries. The leaming algorithm described in the next section does not allow overlapping hyperboxes. This does not mean that the fuzzy sets do not overlap, only that those portions of the fuzzy set representing full membership are nonoverlapping. Cluster boundaries are defined as those points where the membership values between fuzzy sets are equal.
IV. FUZZY MIN-MAX CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Learning in the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is an expansionkontraction process. Assume the training set is defined as A E {&lh = 1 , 2 , . . . , m } , where A h = ( a h l , u h z , ' . . , a h n ) E 1" is the hth pattern. The learning process begins by selecting an ordered pair from A and finding the closest hyperbox to that pattern that can expand (if necessary) to include the pattern. If a hyperbox cannot be found that meets the expansion criteria, a new hyperbox is formed and added to the system. This growth process allows existing clusters to be refined over time, and it allows new clusters to be added without retraining.
One of the residuals of hyperbox expansion is overlapping hyperboxes (note: hyperbox overlap is refemng to the overlap of those portions of the fuzzy set that admit full membership-the crisp cluster boundaries, not partial membership). Hyperbox overlap causes ambiguity. It is reasonable to assume that a pattern can have the same partial membership in more than one cluster. It is not reasonable to assume that a pattern can completely belong to more than one cluster. A much more desirable situation would be to ensure that there are nonoverlapping crisp clusters. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network utilizes a contraction process to eliminate any hyperbox overlap.
A. Fuzzy Min-Max Learning
four-step process:
The fuzzy min-max classification learning algorithm is a Initialization: Initialize all the min-max points prior to any learning. Expansion: Identify the hyperbox closest to the input pattern that can be expanded and expand it. If an expandable hyperbox cannot be found, add a new hyperbox. Overlap Test: Determine whether the recent expansion caused any overlap between hyperboxes. Contraction: If the expansion test identified any overlapping hyperboxes, contract the hyperboxes to eliminate the overlap. The contraction process is performed immediately after an overlap is found between two hyperboxes to eliminate any potentially wasted or erroneous contractions that might occur if all of the overlaps were detected first and the overlaps were then eliminated. Each of these steps is described in greater detail in the following subsections. 1 ) Hyperbox Initialization: There are two sets of clusters used in the fuzzy min-max clustering algorithm, the committed set C and the uncommitted set U . The committed set of clusters are those clusters that have had their min-max points adjusted, and the uncommitted set of clusters are those clusters that are waiting to be committed. Before any learning has occurred the system has an empty set of committed clusters and an arbitrary number of clusters in the uncommitted set. Prior to presenting the first pattern, the hyperboxes held in the uncommitted set have their min-max points initialized. The min points are initially and the max points are initially wj = 0 (3) for all B, E U, where I is the n-dimensional vector of all ones and 0 is the n-dimensional vector of 911 zeroes.
The purpose of the initialization process is to ensure that the first pattern committed to a hyperbox results in a single point that is identical to the input pattern. As an example, assume that the jth hyperbox Bj had just been withdrawn from U and will be adjusted for the first time using the pattern A h . Then, following the learning process, the min and max points would be By performing this initialization procedure, the expansion portion of the learning algorithm performs this operation automatically. 
2) Hyperbox Expansion: Given a pattern
If all B, E C are exhausted without any possible expansions, then select a hyperbox B, E U and apply (6) and (7).
It is important to note that the use of the max and min operations does resemble the fuzzy set union and intersection, but that interpretation does not apply here. For these operations to be correctly interpreted as fuzzy operations, they would have to be applied to the fuzzy set membership values b, (Ah, V,, W,) , not the parameters of the fuzzy set membership function V, and W,. 
Case 3: If uj; < Uki 5 W k ; < w j i then the contraction is performed on the smaller of the two overlaps. If Wk; -vj; < < ' w j ; -Uk; then contract using the assignment 3) Hvperbox Overlap Test: Assume that the hyperbox BJ E C is expanded in the previous step. To determine overlap, a dimension-by-dimension comparison is conducted between B, and the remaining BI, E C . The expansion creates an overlap between B, and B k if one of the four cases is satisfied for each of the n dimensions:
Each of these cases is illustrated in Fig. 5 with the corresponding overlap measurement shown. These overlaps are eliminated using hyperbox contraction as described in the next subsection.
class overlap. To do this, the one dimension with the smallest possible overlap is eliminated. Here, the clusters are adjusted to eliminate overlap in every dimension so that the resulting clusters are more compact.
Steps 1-4 are repeated for each pattern in the data set until cluster stability is achieved. Cluster stability is defined as all hyperbox min and max points not changing during successive presentations of the data set in the same order. Figure 6 illustrates how four two-dimensional patterns are clustered into two hyperboxes with a maximum hyperbox size of 0 = 0.4. The step-by-step example illustrates how hyperboxes are formed and how overlapping hyperboxes are contracted.
B. Illustration of the Expansion-Contraction Process
C. Implementing the Fuzzy Min-Max Clustering Neural Network
Implementing the fuzzy min-max clusterer as a neural network makes it possible to immediately exploit the parallel nature of the algorithm. Although the learning portion of the algorithm is not necessarily neural (there is no biological basis for the use of the expansion-contraction process), the recall operation fits immediately into a neural network framework. Please note that in the following description the label for the j t h FB PE, b j , is also used to represent the value produced by the jth FB PE. PE utilizes the membership function described by (1). This topology directly implements each hyperbox fuzzy set as a FB PE, meaning that the fuzzy set hyperbox Bj is exactly the same as the FB PE b j . The output from the FB PE's represents the degree to which the input pattern Ah belongs to each of the p clusters. The FB PE with the largest value represents the cluster with the greatest degree of membership. Unless an input pattern falls directly on a point that separates two hyperboxes, the full degree of membership ( b j = 1) can only occur for one hyperbox fuzzy set. There are three possible ways that the FB cluster membership information can be applied:
The fuzzy min-max clusterer can be implemented as a twolayer neural network where the input layer, FA, that consists of n processing elements (PE's) (one PE for each dimension of the patterns being clustered) and the output layer, FB, consists of m PE's (one for each cluster). There are two connections from each FA PE to each FB PE (Fig. 7) . This topology is best seen as two vectors abutting each FB PE bj-a min vector V, and a max vector Wj. This is not the first neural network to employ a dual-connection strategy. Other neural networks that have used dual connections include excitatory-inhibitory cooperative-competitive networks and mean-variance multilayer perceptrons (cf. Class$cation: Each cluster can be considered a separate pattern class. Although the validity of the clusters is in question, this can be done. In this situation, the largest activation value would be found, and the corresponding cluster would be declared the class for the input pattern. This use of the fuzzy minmax neural network resembles the popular competitive learning algorithms of Kohonen and Grossberg (cf.
Feature Extraction:
The FB PE activation values can be treated as features in a preprocessing stage of a hierarchical neural network. As an example, Rajapakse et al. [46] and Li and Wee [40] have used ART networks as feature extraction networks for hierarchical data fusion (cf. [ S I ) . In this setting, the low level feature detectors would be fuzzy min-max clustering neural networks with small hyperboxes. Intermediate layers of the hierarchical system would cluster the membership values produced from the lower levels and the output network could consist of a fuzzy minmax classification neural network [56] . By regulating the y value in the transfer functions, it is possible to contrast enhance the response of each layer, which adds a powerful tuning mechanism to the information processing scheme. Pattern Matching: The FB PE's can be treated as hidden units in a three-layer pattern matching neural network in a manner similar to the counterpropagation network [30] .
In this setting, a third layer of FC PE's would be added with a set of connections from the FB PE's to the FC PE's, where each FC PE corresponds to a dimension of the output pattern. The connections between the FB and Fc PE's could be adjusted in many different ways, but the use of the LMS algorithm [60] is the most likely candidate.
~1 1 ) . 
D. Examples of Operation
Example I-Two-Dimensional Clustering: A two-dimensional data set consisting of 24 points was constructed to show how the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network performs with various hyperbox sizes. Fig. 8 shows a scatter plot of the data used for this example as well as the values of the data points. The order of the data presentation was exactly as that shown. This data set was constructed to illustrate two common clustering dilemmas: 1) there is a group of data points that could be considered either one cluster or two, and 2) there is an outlier in the middle of the two primary groups of data.
The data were clustered six times with six different hyperbox sizes ranging from 0.25 to 0.065 as shown in Fig. 9 . The number of clusters created ranges from 1 (when the hyperbox size is the largest) to 5 (when the hyperbox size is the smallest). The cluster arrangement that seems most appropriate was with a hyperbox size of either 0.075 or 0.065 (panels (e) and (0).
As this example shows, it is important to have a feel for the appropriate hyperbox size and be attentive to the order of pattern presentation.
Example 2-Iris Data Clustering: The second data set used was the Fisher Iris data [22] . This data set was selected because its familiarity to the pattern recognition community allows a measure of relative performance. The Iris data consist of 150 four-dimensional feature vectors (patterns) in three separate classes, 50 for each class. Each datum (pattern dimension) has been rescaled to lie between 0 and 1 by dividing each component of each pattern by 8. The clustering performance of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network was determined by first clustering the data and then identifying each cluster with a class to determine how well the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network was able to find the underlying structure of the data using four different hyperbox sizes. The results of this experiment are shown in the confusion matrices found in best performance was found with the hyperbox size of 0.10, which produced 14 clusters. The number of passes through the data to achieve cluster stability was less than 10 in each instance. 
A. Fuzzy e-Means Clustering Neural Network
The fuzzy e-means clustering algorithm is arguably the best known and possibly the best performing of all the fuzzy clustering algorithms. The c-means clustering algorithm assumes there are e clusters in the data set and then minimizes an objective function that results in the mean for each of the c clusters. There are two primary differences between the fuzzy c-means algorithm and the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network:
1) The fuzzy c-means algorithm assumes the number of clusters is known in advance and the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network determines the number of clusters dynamically. To determine the proper number of ship between fuzzy sets and ART-1 as follows ([ 121, p. 762 ): clusters, both algorithms need to cluster with different parameter sets (e.g., number of means or size of hyperbox) and use some additional cluster validity criteria to determine which set of parameters yields the best results.
2) The fuzzy c-means minimizes an objective function to find the best set of clusters. As such, fuzzy c-means is not order dependent and, assuming the number of clusters is correctly selected, it can find "better" clusters. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network is order dependent and does not minimize any known objective function. For more information on the fuzzy c-means algorithm, refer to , who has provided the greatest body of results, extensions, and analysis of the fuzzy c-means algorithm.
Recently a neural network implementation of the fuzzy cmeans algorithm has been introduced [ 151. This neural network uses the fuzzy c-means objective function in the multilayer perceptron framework and shows that the cluster centers can be found using the generalized delta rule.
B. Carpenter-Grossberg-Rosen Fuzzy ART
The Carpenter-Grossberg-Rosen (CGR) fuzzy ART [ 1 11, [ 121 mostly closely resembles the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network. As was mentioned earlier, this should not be surprising since they both grew out of the fuzzification of the ART-1 neural network. Despite the similar origin, there are several differences between these two fuzzy neural network clustering techniques: 1) From a fundamental perspective, the CGR fuzzy ART carries the same flaw that the original fuzzy ART had concerning the relationship between fuzzy sets and neural network. The CGR fuzzy ART explains the relation- 
is the 2n-dimensional input pattern, A h is the equivalent of a fuzzy min-max clustering neural network input pattern, the A operator is the vector form of the painvise min operation, and Uj is a 2n-dimensional weight vector. The behavior of this learning rule, although described in the same terms as min-max point hyperbox terminology, is very different from the fuzzy min-max cluster learning equations. To illustrate this point, Fig. 11 shows how the fast learning CGR fuzzy ART clusters the first two patterns found in Fig.  6 . By expressing the CGR fuzzy ART weight vector as the concatenation of the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network's min and max points, Uj = (Vj, W j ) , it is possible to describe the difference mathematically as
where V is the vector form of the pairwise max operation. (Fig. 6 ) . the behavior of the CGR fuzzy ART learning rule is shown. As this example shows, the behavior of the two learning rules is significantly different. Note that the CGR fuzzy ART concatenates the min and max points into a single weight vector. This figure has separated the four-dimensional weight vector into its two two-dimensional vectors for plotting purposes so that the differences between the two learning rules could be visually compared.
3) The CGR fuzzy ART allows hyperbox clusters to overlap, which results in pattern cluster ambiguity-a pattern can have full membership in more than one cluster. The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network does not share this problem. 4) The CGR fuzzy ART bounds the size of hyperboxes through the matching function ([ 11, pp. 765-7661 . The fuzzy min-max clustering neural network uses an explicit calculation of the size of the hyperbox to bound the size (eq. (5)). In effect, these are two separate approaches toward achieving the same result.
C. Adaptive Fuzzy Leader Clustering
The relationship between the leader cluster algorithm and adaptive resonance theory was first pointed out by Lippmann [4 11. Several people have since analyzed this relationship [2] , [32] , [44] . The leader cluster algorithm works as follows:
1) The leader cluster system begins with a cluster centered at the location of the first input pattern, A l . This cluster is called the leader.
2) For each of the remaining patterns, Ah. h = 1.2, . . . ,711, the following is done.
b. If the ratio of the distance between the cluster center and Ah is less than a prespecified tolerance value, the cluster center is updated to include Ah in its cluster by averaging the location of Ah with the cluster center. If the closest cluster ratio is too large, then this cluster is eliminated from the set of candidate clusters and control returns to step 2a). If the clusters are exhausted, add a new cluster with Ah as the cluster center.
c.
d.
Recently, Newton and Mitra [45] have developed a fuzzy adaptive leader cluster algorithm that utilizes a fuzzy membership function to determine the degree to which the input pattern belongs to each cluster. In this sense, the fuzzy minmax clustering neural network and adaptive fuzzy leader clustering are similar (although the membership functions are very different). In addition, the adaptive fuzzy leader cluster algorithm has a neural network implementation that leverages the same relationship between neural networks and fuzzy sets that is described in this paper-a fuzzy set can be implemented as a single neuron and its associated weights for fast parallel execution.
There are three primary differences between the adaptive fuzzy leader cluster neural network and the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network:
1) The key difference between these two clustering techniques is the method of representing clusters. The adaptive fuzzy leader cluster algorithm utilizes a single point to represent the center of each cluster and the fuzzy minmax clustering neural network utilizes a set of min-max points to represent the hard (crisp) boundaries of the cluster. The membership functions between these two algorithms are different. The adaptive fuzzy leader cluster neural network uses Euclidean distance from a cluster prototype and the fuzzy min-max clustering neural network uses a fuzzy Hamming distance from the edges of an ndimensional hyperbox. The method of adapting the clusters is also different. The adaptive fuzzy leader cluster neural network tries to optimally position a cluster prototype and the fuzzy minmax clustering neural network adjusts the boundaries.
VI. SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK
Several extensions and refinements of the author's earlier introduction of the fuzzy ART neural network have been presented. Earlier in the paper there were several flaws with the original fuzzy ART that have been corrected here. Two key problems still remain: (1) adaptively sizing the hyperboxes, and (2) hierarchically clustering the hyperbox fuzzy sets to capture more of the structure of the data. In addition, there are several analytical issues that need to be addressed, including ( 1) proving that the expansion contraction process eliminates hyperbox overlap, (2) proving that the hyperbox fuzzy sets reduce to crisp hyperbox sets, (3) and proving that the clusters a. Find the cluster closest to Ah (usually using Euclidean distance).
stabilize for a fixed but arbitrarily ordered data set. These and other issues are the subject of future work.
